Multidetector-row helical CT enteroclysis.
Currently, CT-E is not recommended as the first-line examination in patients when mucosal detail is required. Double-contrast barium air enteroclysis has advantages in demonstrating small mucosal abnormalities. The authors find CT-E of value in the work-up of patients with symptoms of intermittent small bowel obstruction, particularly those with a history of prior abdominal surgery; in the further work-up of selected patients with high-grade obstruction in whom general surgeons prefer initial conservative management (immediate postoperative small bowel obstruction, patients with history of prior abdominal surgery for malignant tumor, history of radiation treatment, and possible internal extraintestinal fistulae); in looking for complications of small bowel Crohn's disease; and in the patient with unexplained anemia or gastrointestinal bleeding. In a series of patients who had both abdominal CT and barium enteroclysis done, each examination provided unique and complimentary diagnostic information. Because CT-E combines the advantages of both methods of examination, is it the optimum imaging work-up in the investigation of small bowel disease? Further research and clinical experience will define the precise role of CT-E in the investigation of small bowel disease. Experience with this method of examination is limited to a few institutions, performed by investigators with interest in small bowel diseases. The addition of cross-sectional display and multiplanar reformatting made possible by multidetector-row helical CT to enteral volume change and the use of multifunctional nasointestinal catheters make CT-E an important tool in the investigation of small bowel disease. Experience has shown the increased reliability of any method of examining the small bowel that challenges intestinal wall distensibility by fluid enteral volume infusion.